Although the security Outsourcing companies can provide several security services to its customer organizations, but the customer organizations should avoid Outsourcing security risks which emerge from providing security services to the customers through open environments or malicious behaviors which the security providers at Outsourcing companies may carry out. For this problem we propose a new methodology represented in a security design model which combine Cryptography and Access Control techniques to prevent the external security providers of an Outsourcing company to access the sensitive data assets of the customer organizations. We could achieve the realism of this methodology through a proposed algorithm in MATLAP Language. Using our new access control model, the customer organizations can control and manage the external access rights of security providers of specific Outsourcing Company which the customer organization communicated with it .General Terms
INTRODUCTION
Several organizations depends on an external security outsourcing companies for providing security services and protecting their local data assets from malicious intruders across the Internet [1] . But these organizations should consider security risks of outsourcing companies especially its security providers who can carry out malicious access to the customer organizations, and subvert its sensitive data assets [2] .In most Outsourcing transactions, the customer organizations transfer to a third party the total responsibility to handle security tasks or to manage security functions, this transition to security outsourcing companies will make valuable confidential information, trade secrets, personal contract information and sensitive financial or medical information available to the third party who can perform malicious behaviors against this sensitive assets [3]. Therefore the customer organizations which communicated to security outsourcing company should have an access control technique enable them to prevent the malicious access of the external security providers and enable them to manage the access policy on their internal data assets. the traditional access control architectures assign a crucial role to the reference monitor [4] . for ensuring data confidentiality. The reference monitor is the system component responsible of the validation of access request in a closed domain systems such as in the Operating Systems. But, since the security outsourcing companies provide security services over open environments and open domains, so the reference monitor doesn't appropriate in Outsourcing approach. Hence, access control architecture can be based on the Cryptography as another security technique [5] and [6] . Cryptography can be considered as a tool that transforms information in a way that its protection (i.e. confidentiality and integrity) depends only on the correct management of compact secret (i.e. the Key).Cryptography is typically used when information is transmitted on a channel, with the assumption that the channel lies outside of the trust boundary of the system. The aim of this paper is to introduce new access control as a security design model which depends on the cryptography as an efficient tool for enforcing the access policy. The customer organizations which communicated to external outsourcing companies can use this model to protect their data assets from malicious or unauthorized access of the external security provider [6].
Related Work
The idea of combining access control and cryptography is in itself not new and has been suggested in different places. For instance, it was proposed in the context of: distributed file system [7] , where a classical client/server architecture is used; access control in a hierarchy [8], [9] where a centralized architecture is adopted; securing XML documents [16] , where a data publishing" architecture is considered and where the data owner totally loses the control on her data. The combination of access control and cryptography in an outsourced architecture is introduced in [10] such that the authors introduces new model for enforcing authorization policies and supporting dynamic authorization and allowing policy changes on the outsourced resources which are available to several users across Internet such as YouTube, and Amazon Storage Services, etc. Previous work most directly related to ours is in the database outsourcing area [11] , [12] . In such a context, most proposals focused on query execution and propose to store additional indexing information together with the encrypted database. Such indexes can be used by the DBMS to select the data to be returned in reply to a query [13] , [14] , [15] . Adding a traditional authorization level to the outsourcing scenario requires that when a client poses a query, both the query and its result has to be filtered by the data owner, who is in charge of enforcing the access control policy. A first attempt to solve this issue has been presented in [16] , where different keys are used for encrypting different data.
THE GENERAL ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED ACCESS CONTROL MODEL
Our new model architecture depends on cryptography as an efficient tool can be used for access control of security outsourcer employees (i.e. security providers) on the sensitive assets within the customer organization. This architecture for the realization of cryptographic access protection are simply based on the use of one distinct key for the encryption of the sensitive assets within the customer organization which the customer want to grant to or prevent from security providers at Outsourcing company. The architecture should has a security protocol between the customer organization and the external security providers of the outsourcing company. the full realization of the cryptography-based access control architecture for secure data assets within the customer organization has to correctly manage different important requirements before it could be deployed in large scale applications with large security provider communities. First, different security providers may need to see or access different portion of data assets within the customer organization. To give security providers different access rights, the data asset owner (i.e. the customer organization) cannot then use a single key for encrypting the whole data assets; Instead, the data asset owner should be able to define access authorizations and to map them on the data through a multi-key encryption approach [17] and [6] Security providers use then multiple keys to extract from the query results the plaintext data they are entitled to see or access. Second, it is necessary to analyze the issue of realizing an efficient management of access policy updates, presenting a mechanism that should be able to offer a robust way between the customer (i.e. data asset owner) and security providers at the security outsourcing company. Fig. 1 , illustrate the general architecture of the proposed access control model that consist of two parties: the customer organization which communicated to an external outsourcing company, and the security outsourcing company that provide security services to customer organization and may threaten the customer organization in the same time. Also, the model make up of two distinct repositories: one repository (repository at the bottom) to store the encrypted representations of the customer's data assets. the other repository is dedicated to the storage and management of the access policy expressed in a way that can be managed by a global server which connect the customer organization with the security outsourcing company, with adequate protections that guarantee that a malicious security provider or any external intruders cannot gain unauthorized access to data assets within the customer organization. The Basic idea in our proposed access control model is: each security provider in the security Outsourcing company which the customer organization connected to it, assigned a key by the data asset owner (i.e. the customer organization) and then a set of tokens is used to allow the derivation from one key to another key. The token catalog which resided in the global server is demonstrated to be usable only by set of security providers who already having access to the secret (i.e. only set of authorized security providers). As the Fig.1 shows, the customer (i.e. data assets owner) first, sends to each security providers at security outsourcing company a secret key, then the customer organization encrypt its required sensitive data assets and store the encrypted representation in an encrypted data repository, and send the corresponding representation of public tokens to the public token catalog that resides in the global server. hence, there is no external security provider can access or decrypt the encrypted data asset repository if and only if could compute the required tokens of specific access key.
THE PROPOSED ACCESS CONTROL MODEL-BASED ON TWO ENCRYPTION LAYERS.
To make the proposed Model generally applicable, we will follow a similar encryption methodology that explained in [6] which based on the key derivation process that introduced in [18] but with different assumptions. For example, suppose we have two sets SP and A , such that SP is a set of security providers at Outsourcing company and A is a set of assets within the customer organization which the customer organization want to enforce the specific access policy on them. For instance SP={ SP1, SP2,SP3……….SPn} and A={ Asset a1, Asset a2, Asset a3,…………Asset am }.An authorization policy is a set of pairs of the form (sp, a) where sp ϵ SP and a ϵ A meaning that a security providers sp is authorized to access Asset a. An access policy can then be modeled via a traditional access matrix X [6] . The rows in access matrix represents the set of Assets within the customer organization (i.e. for each a ϵ A) and the columns represents the set of security providers at the outsourcing companies (i.e. for each sp ϵ SP).and X(sp, a) is set to '1' if specific security provider sp can access asset a, and set to '0' otherwise. also, each asset a within the customer organization should has an access control list ( acl(a) ) which involves only the set of authorized security 
The encryption methodology in our proposed access control model based on the Key derivation method which introduced in [4] . This method exploits the definition and computation of public tokens that allow the derivation of keys from other keys. Let ki and kj be two keys for two security providers within outsourcing company, A token, denoted Ti,j , that allows the derivation of kj from ki is defined as:
Where lj is a publicly available label associated with kj and "  " is bit-a-bit xor operator, and 'h' is a secure hash function(e.g. HMAC [16] ). The key derivation process can be applied via a chain of tokens Ti,l,….. Tn,j such that Tc,d follows Ta,b in the chain if d=a. Graphically, a set of keys K and a set of tokens T can be represented through a graph, having a vertex vi associated with each key in the system, denoted vi.k, and an edge (vi, vj) connecting vi and vj if token Ti,j belongs to T . Chains of tokens then correspond to paths in the graph. [6]. Our proposed model can be described through two encryption layers as shown in Fig.2 :-1-local Encryption layer (LEL):-in which the customer organization encrypt the sensitive data sets according to the local access policy (i.e. according to the customer's access policy on his data assets which he want to grant to or revoke from the hand of the external security providers ).
2-global Encryption layer (GEL)
:-in which the global server which directly connected to the outsourcing company perform additional encryption layer over the encrypted data assets which already encrypted at local encryption layer (LEL) within the customer organization.
The rational in the two-layer encryption methodology in our proposed access control model as described in Fig 2 state that: each security provider at the outsourcing organization receive two keys, one to decrypt specific assets through Global Encryption Layer (GEL) and the other to decrypt this asset through Local Encryption Layer (LEL). In the encryption side the LEL encrypted first, but in the decryption side the GEL decrypted first. At each layer, each data asset is encrypted by using a single key. Also, sometime each security provider may receive only one key to access LEL and the key at GEL can be computed from the key at LEL layer by applying on it a hash function. As Fig. 2 illustrated, in Local Encryption Layer (LEL) the customer's data assets are encrypted according the local access policy which the customer organization specify. In LEL we have two kinds of keys: access keys are used to encrypt the customer's data assets which the customer want to protect against security risks of outsourcers, and derivation keys are used to provide the derivation capability via tokens. Each derivation key k is always associated with an access key ka that is obtained through a secure hash function from k:
The rationale for this evolution is to distinguish the two roles associated with keys: enabling key derivation via the corresponding tokens, and enabling data asset access. It is then up to the customer organization to define required access policy and to generate the corresponding encryption keys and tokens in such a way that each security provider can derive the right set of decryption keys, meaning that each security provider can decrypt all and only the data assets for which he/she has the Authorization. The resulting is set of keys and tokens called LEL encryption policy.
Graphically, Local Encryption Layer (LEL) can represented as a graph to explain the key derivation method as described in Fig.3 . where now there is a vertex L for each pair of keys (k, ka) and an edge (Li, Lj) connects Li and Lj if there is a token in the public token catalog allowing the derivation of either Lj .k or Lj .ka from Li.k. as we see in Fig. 3 which illustrates and graphically represent Local Encryption Layer (LEL) according to the access policy that defined in Table 1 , Fig. 3(a) shows the graph representing the key derivation relationships, Fig. 3(b) shows the keys communicated to each security provider at outsourcing organization and Fig. 3(c) shows the keys used for encrypting the data assets of the customer organization. It is easy to see that, for example, since security provider SP1 knows key L1.k and is able to derive tokens of keys L5.k and L7.k from the public token catalogue that in turn allow the computation of access keys L1.ka, L5.ka, and L7.ka (such that, Ka=h(k)),so, SP1is allowed to access the set of data assets a1,a2,a3,a4,a6, which are exactly the data assets that security provider SP1 is authorized to access in the customer organization. Table 1 .
Global Encryption
Again, in Global Encryption Layer (GEL) which performed at the global server which the customer organization connected to the external security Outsourcing company through it, for each pair of keys ( k, ka) in LEL a corresponding key is defined in GEL, for each token in LEL, a corresponding token is defined in GEL, The key derivation relationship is then represented through a graph that is isomorphic to the graph existing at the LEL level. Each security provider is assigned the unique key corresponding to his key at LEL. Each data assets is encrypted with the unique key corresponding to the unique access key at LEL layer. So the Global Encryption Layer (GEL) model exactly the LEL policy according to the original authorization policy, this strategy called FULL_GEL which state that each item in LEL level has an isomorphic item in GEL level. Fig. 4 illustrates and graphically represents Global Encryption Layer (GEL) according to the original authorization policy that defined in Table 1 and graphically modeled in LEL in Fig. 3. 
Access Policy Updates Enforcement
For more control capabilities of customer organization against security risks of external security providers and outsourcing companies, we proposes new strategy called Delta_GEL which enable the customer organization to make changes and updates in access policy enforcement. The changes in access policy involve the insertion/deletion of specific security providers within authorization policy or grant/revoke specific data assets of customer organization. We focus on grant/revoke operations. [6], 1-Grant Operation:-is performed when the customer organization want to make specific data asset is authorized to specific security provider at the outsourcing company which the customer organization is communicated with it. The rational to perform grant operation judge that to make specific data asset a is authorized to specific security provider sp, the status of this data asset a should be compared with the current configuration of access policy in Local Encryption layer (LEL) and Global Encryption Layer (BEL). So the element X[sp,a] in access matrix X is set to 1 (i.e. acl(a) = acl(a) U {sp} ) and if security provider sp cannot derive the LEL key used for encrypting a, a LEL token from the LEL key associated with sp is added to the access key which used to encrypt the data asset a. then the Global Encryption Layer (GEL) receives the new encryption method request about granting the data asset a for security provider sp to synchronize the GEL layer with the new access policy update about data asset a and security provider sp. meaning that the graph corresponding to the key derivation relationship needs to be properly updated to reflect the new policy [17] . To this aim, it may be necessary to create a new GEL key, along with the tokens for its derivation. Analogously, whenever a GEL key is not used for encrypting any data asset, it can be removed from the layer, along with the corresponding public tokens. 2-Revoke Operation:-is performed when the customer organization want to make specific data asset a unauthorized to an external specific security provider. The rational to perform revoke operation judge that to make specific data asset a became unauthorized to specific security provider sp, the element X[sp,a] in access matrix X is set to 0 (i.e. acl(a) = acl(a) -{sp} ) and the new encryption policy in LEL is sent to GEL to make the data asset a is accessible only to the new set of security providers that are authorized to access a.
Grant / Revoke Operations Example
As an example, consider the initial configuration of both Local Encryption Layer (LEL) and Global Encryption Layer (GEL) encryption policies represented in fig. 3 and fig. 4 respectively. Fig. 5 , Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Fig. 8 illustrate the evolution of both LEL and GEL encryption policies to accommodate a series of grant and revoke operations. Note that, in the graphical representation, dashed edges represent tokens leading to access keys.  Example 1: Revoke (a1, sp1): in this example the customer organization want to remove the security provider sp1from access control list of data asset a1 (i.e. acl(a1) = acl(a1) -{sp1} ). So, the acl(a1) becomes empty because it was involving only sp1 as an authorized security provider to this data asset a1. So the new encryption policy judge that a data asset a1 has to be over encrypted with a key that no user can compute or derive through the graph representation in LEL and GEL. Consequently a new vertices LT and GT is created and its key is used to encrypt data asset a1, as described in Fig. 5 .  Example 2: Grant (a4, sp4): this in example the customer organization want to make the security provider sp4 is authorized to access a4(i.e. acl(a4)=acl(a4) U {sp4}), but key L5.ka used to encrypt data asset a4 cannot be derived from L4.k which assigned to security provider sp4. The customer organization therefore should modifies the encryption policy in Local Encryption Policy (LEL) by adding a new Vertex L8 to the LEL along with two token a t T5, 8 and T4,8 in LEL graph. Also , in Global Encryption layer (GEL) , G5.k used to overencrypt data asset a4 cannot be derived from G4.k assigned to security provider sp4, therefore, a new vertex G8 is added to the GEL along with two tokens, T5,8 and T4,8. Hence, the data asset a4 is then over-encrypted by using G8.k, which is accessible to security providers sp1, sp3 and sp4 as described in Fig.6 .  Example 3: Revoke (a6, sp1): in this example the customer organization want to remove the security provider sp1from access control list of data asset a6 (i.e. acl(a6) = acl(a6) -{sp1} ). This change means a6 needs to be over-encrypted with a key accessible only to security providers sp2, sp3 and sp4. Since L6.ka and G6.ka can be accessed by these three security providers only, therefore, data asset a6 is over-encrypted by using L6.ka and G6.ka. After a6 over-encryption, no resource is over-encrypted using L7.ka and G7.ka. Consequently, L7 and G7 is removed from the Local Encryption Layer (LEL) and Global Encryption Layer (GEL) respectively from the graph, as explained in Fig.7 .  Example 4: Grant (a3, sp4): in this example the customer organization want to make the security provider sp4 is authorized to access a3(i.e. acl(a3)=acl(a3) U{sp4}). In LEL, key L5.ka used to encrypt a3 can't be derived from b4.k assigned to sp4, consequently, vertex L8 in LEL which associated with L8.Ka should encrypt also a3 which became accessible by sp1,sp3, and sp4, hence, L5.Ka will encrypt only a2. On the other hand, in GEL level, key G5.ka used to over encrypt a3 cannot be derived from G4.k, assigned to sp4. Data asset a3 needs to be over-encrypted with a key derivable from sp1, sp3, and sp4. Since G8.ka is accessible by exactly these security providers, a3 is over-encrypted by using G8.Ka, as described in Fig. 8. 
ENCRYPTION / DECRYPTION CASE STUDY ON THE PROPOSED ACCESS CONTROL MODEL IN MATLAP LANGUAGE.
To achieve the realism of our proposed encryption methodology that represented in our proposed two layer encryption model, we produced an algorithm in MATLAP which forced by the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm [19] . AES is a symmetric key block cipher which published by a national institute of standard and technology (NIST) in December 2001. AES is non feistel cipher that encrypt and decrypt data block of 128 bits through four functions, at the encryption site the four functions are :
(1) Sub Byte function: which used to substitute each byte as two hexadecimal digits at the encryption site (2) Shift Row function: which used to permute and shift bytes in each row. 
CONCLUSION
This paper introduced new access control system design model which combine cryptography and access control technique to enable the customer organizations that communicated with an external security outsourcing companies to manage and control in access policy of their internal data assets which want to protect against the malicious behaviors of the external security providers at Outsourcing Company. This paper also introduced an algorithm to implement the behavior of the proposed Access control model and to test its realism. The future work will involve more improvements in the proposed algorithm about data assets encryption and updating the algorithm to encrypt and decrypt the data assets which in the form images or sounds.
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